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Accountability





Health care in Ontario is cracking under stress       Toronto Star

How Ontario plans to ‘transform’ health care National Post

Healthcare system changing to meet seniors’ needs  Guelph Mercury

Crisis in Ontario health-care system deepens Toronto Star

Ontario budget continues hard line on health care     Globe & Mail

Mass exodus of doctors predicted London Free Press





“We have to approach the challenges facing 
health care from a different vantage point… 
we cannot be afraid to try new things and 
diverge from old ways.”

February 2, 2015





Perspective





Pale Blue Dot





Analytic Creativity
Logic Chaos
Reasoning Intuition
Remember numbers Recognize faces

LEFT RIGHT







“The capacity for logical thought is one of the things that 
makes us human. But in a world of ubiquitous information 
and advanced analytical tools, logic alone won't do. What 
will distinguish those who thrive will be their ability to 
understand what makes their fellow woman or man tick, 
to forge relationships, and to care for others.”

- Daniel H. Pink



Accountability Culture



Management

Liability

Compliance

Leadership

Compatibility

Performance

What’s really 
driving our thinking?



Management

 Goals & objectives

 Incentives & Deterrents

 Organizational Structure

Leadership

 Shared Vision

 Purpose & Values

 Organizational Culture





The shared beliefs, values and assumptions 
that exist which strongly influences how 
people perceive, think, feel and behave 

within the organization



Observable workplace behaviours
“The way we do things around here”

Underlying beliefs, 
values & attitudes
“Why we do the things 

we do”









“Culture is ultimately created, embedded, 
evolved and manipulated by leaders.”

-Edgar   H. Schein











Apple Store
New York 



“Instead of acting like thermometers reflecting the 
organization’s increasingly negative environment, 

these executives agreed that they must act like 
thermostats and reset the culture and mindsets of 

their teams and the organization. 
That’s leadership”



Tangerine Banking (formerly ING Direct)

 Canada’s leading direct bank 
 2M clients
 $40 billion in assets

 People-first leadership strategy
 Transparency
 Trust
 Accessibility



“The greatest honor came from our nurses in 2011 
when Buurtzorg received the national 

Employer of the Year Award
as determined by employee surveys.”

-Jos de Blok   











Liability

 Governing

 Authorization

 Policies & Agreements

 Building Anxiety

Compatibility

 Leading

 Collaboration

 People & Relationships

 Building trust

What’s driving our thinking?





The erosion of 
public trust







Talk Straight
Show Respect
Create Transparency
Deliver Results
Confront Reality
Keep Commitments
Extend Trust
Listen First



Listening for a Change

What if listening was not just the absence of speaking?

What if this simple human skill was 
the secret ingredient to creating change?

What if mastering this skill made all the difference?















Interprofessional 
Collaboration



Compliance

 Increase quantity

 Accountability Reform

 Patient Access

 Patient Statistics

Performance

 Improve quality

 Fiscal flexibility

 Patient Experience

 Patient Stories

What’s driving our thinking?



Stories are the creative 
conversion of life itself into 
a more powerful, clearer, 
more meaningful 
experience. 

They are the currency of 
human contact. 

Storytelling is the most 
powerful way to put ideas 
into the world today.

— Robert McKee



Easter Island



Perspective



Sudbury, Ontario (1942)







A barren landscape

1971
Apollo 
Astronauts







Sudbury 1970



Sudbury 1980



Sudbury 1990



Sudbury 2000







Shift our health culture
Collaborative Leadership 
People & relationships
Inspiring stories and… 
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